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Plasma, the noncellular component of blood, contains many
proteins important for homeostasis. Deficiencies in plasma com-
ponents can contribute to the pathogenesis of different dis-
eases. To overcome patient plasma deficits, plasma from
healthy donors is often transfused. Plasma is also used to pro-
duce various plasma-derived medicinal products (PDMPs), which
allow for a more tailored approach to treating specific plasma
deficiencies. PDMPs include intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg)
and subcutaneous immunoglobulin, clotting factors, and albu-
min.1,2 Plasma and albumin are not only staples in surgical inter-
vention but also serve as replacement fluid during therapeutic
plasma exchange,3 a procedure to treat myriad immune-
mediated hematologic, neurologic, renal, and transplant-
associated conditions.4 Clotting factor concentrates are critical
for treating coagulopathies,5-7 whereas IVIg is regularly used for
immune modulation, whether to supplement immunosup-
pressed patients and prevent infection or to suppress autoim-
mune conditions.8-10 Over the years, the need for these PDMPs
has steadily increased. However, source plasma supply has
struggled to keep pace with PDMP demands.8,11

Although PDMPs are routinely used to treat critical illnesses, as
these products are derived from donor plasma rather than
chemically synthesized or recombinantly generated, limitations
in plasma donations directly impact PDMP availability. However,
as PDMPs are commonly dispensed by hospital-based pharma-
cies, disruptions in source plasma pipelines may not be readily
perceived by transfusion medicine services or the blood dona-
tion community, which understandably primarily focus on red
blood cell (RBC) and platelet availability.12,13 Unlike RBCs and
platelets, which are often regionally donated and dispensed,14

two-thirds of the world’s plasma supply comes from the United
States, 1 of only 5 countries where it is legal to financially com-
pensate plasma donors.8 It takes 7 to 12 months for plasma to
be processed into shelf-ready PDMPs.15 Thus, factors that
impact plasma donations, particularly in the Unites States, may
not be immediately appreciated despite far-reaching ramifica-
tions for health care worldwide in the ensuing years.

Following the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, blood product
donations decreased due to social restrictions and health con-
cerns.16,17 Building upon opportunities designed to address
prior blood shortages,18 health care centers and public cam-
paigns have done excellent work raising awareness of RBC and
platelet shortages and taking measures to conserve inventory.
However, there is often little public awareness regarding the
shortage of plasma products.3 Most plasma centers are not affili-
ated with academic or community blood centers, and unlike for

whole blood and platelets, there are often no “plasma drives”
or similar community outreach programs designed to raise
awareness regarding possible shortages. Consequently, although
PDMPs are as essential to health care as RBCs and platelets, the
unique procurement strategies designed to obtain source plasma
for PDMP manufacturing purposes prevent plasma shortages
from receiving similar attention.3

Given the distinct mechanisms through which source plasma is
procured, we hypothesized that the ongoing pandemic may
have a unique impact on source plasma donation. To assess
this, we examined the possible impact of COVID-19 on plasma
donations by comparing source plasma to whole blood dona-
tions in the United States. This was accomplished by analyzing
the number of units that were pathogen-tested by Qualtex
(a large United States blood and plasma product-testing labora-
tory) from September 2019 to July 2021. The products came
from more than 500 collection centers in the United States. As
expected, there was a sharp drop in total units for both whole
blood and plasma immediately following pandemic onset in
March 2020 (Figure 1A). However, subsequently, the number of
whole blood units quickly stabilized to a lower level (35000-
45000 units per month postpandemic vs 50000-60000 prepan-
demic) and has remained largely stable (Figure 1A). In contrast,
plasma donations did not rebound and then stabilize at near
prepandemic levels (Figure 1A). Despite a minor recovery in the
summer and fall of 2020, plasma donations continued to drop in
2021 compared with the same months in 2020 (Figure 1A). Part
of the fluctuation in total units can be attributed to dropout of
existing collection centers or emergence of new centers: some
companies shifted away from Qualtex testing; others acquired
additional centers. To control for these changes, we analyzed
the units collected at each center. For whole blood donations,
the individual centers did not experience drastic reduction in
units following initial recovery after the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic (Figure 1B). In contrast, the 22 largest plasma centers
demonstrated a pattern consistent with that seen for total
plasma units: almost all demonstrate a sharp downturn in spring
of 2020, modest recovery in summer and fall, recurrent drop
after New Year’s 2021, and modest recovery again in the sum-
mer of 2021 (Figure 1C). The decrease in plasma donations
at large centers is partially offset by the growth of new centers
(Figure 1D). Although the volume from these new, smaller cen-
ters shows a promising trend, they are currently unable to fully
compensate for the total decrease in plasma donations. With
ongoing waves of SARS-CoV-2 variants, plasma donation vol-
umes may not return to pre-COVID levels in the near future.
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Although the data presented here reflect over 500 donor centers,
they do not include all donor centers across the United States or
internationally. However, assuming that the volume sampled by
Qualtex reflects general trends, these data suggest that COVID-
19 had a greater impact on the supply of plasma than of whole
blood, and plasma donations continue to suffer despite the
spread of vaccinations (Figure 1A). Because it can take up to a
year for plasma to be processed into PDMPs, the health care
impact of plasma shortages is not experienced as acutely as that
of RBCs and platelets. Consequently, plasma deficits may con-
tinue unnoticed for long periods before the effects hit the health
care system. Furthermore, due to the widespread policy in other
nations of prohibiting payment for plasma donations, the reliance
on the source plasma donations from the United States for
PDMP manufacturing suggests that local shortages may have
international consequences.19,20 Thus, the current paucity of
plasma donations in the United States will manifest as global
shortages in IVIg/subcutaneous immunoglobulin, factor concen-
trates, and albumin for years to come. As these products are rou-
tinely used in a wide variety of clinical settings, such shortages
will negatively affect the care of many patients with hematologic,
neurologic, rheumatologic, and transplant-associated conditions,
with potentially significant consequences. Some societies, such as

the GBS|CIDP Foundation International and the Immune
Deficiency Foundation, have already recognized the potential
impact of the current plasma shortage on its members and
are encouraging supporters to donate plasma. During times
of RBC and platelet shortages, mitigation strategies are
deployed, such as reducing nonessential procedures and triag-
ing orders. We urge clinical care providers to adopt similar
measures for PDMP use, substituting with alternative therapies
when possible and critically evaluating the marginal benefit of
PDMPs in the context of other therapies. Implementation of
PDMP stewardship based on consensus guidelines by a multi-
disciplinary team may facilitate such endeavors. To conserve
the long-term supply of PDMPs, these measures would need
to be adopted across the medical field, not just at individual
institutions.

Although the data presented here do not explain why plasma
donations decreased more than whole blood, a variety of factors
may converge to influence current plasma donation shortages
(see Table 1). Payment for plasma donations propelled the
United States to number 1 in volume, but it also indirectly tar-
gets lower-income populations, who may donate as frequently
as twice a week.21,22 This may not only have unintended health
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Figure 1. Volume of blood product donations. (A) Cumulative units of whole blood (red dashed line, right y-axis) and plasma (blue solid line, left y-axis) tested by
Qualtex from September 2019 to July 2021. (B) Volume of whole blood collected at each center. (C) Volume of plasma collected at the largest established centers. (D)
Volume of plasma collected at new centers after March 2020. For panels B-D, each line represents a single collection center.
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consequences, because frequent donors exhibit altered plasma
protein profiles compared with infrequent donors,23 but may
also create challenges with plasma donation pipelines that are
distinct from whole blood donations, especially following unpre-
dictable changes in global health and world economies during
an ongoing pandemic. Although commercial companies
increased the compensation per donation during the pandemic
in an effort to achieve prepandemic levels, the current donor
pool continues to fail to meet demand. Instead of increasing
financial compensation, changes should be made to incentivize
altruistic plasma donations. Public campaigns to educate and
recruit donors for RBCs and platelets have been more success-
ful, perhaps because of rather than despite the lack of financial
renumeration. Education of the public about the necessity and
uses of PDMPs may enhance the appeal of plasma donation but
will require efforts from not only the transfusion medicine com-
munity but policy makers and the entire health care community.

We hope that these data raise awareness regarding possible
immediate and long-term consequences of plasma shortages
exacerbated by the pandemic. Now is the time to begin seri-
ously considering conservation measures and alternative or addi-
tional strategies to encourage plasma donations from a greater
portion of the public.9,22,24,25
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